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Narrator Life Map

1983 Born in Biên Hòa
   - Recalled Christmas and Lunar New Year as favorite holidays for the
     energy of neighborhood
   - Played marbles, flew kites, competed with crickets as a child
   - Learned French from his Linguistic teacher father

1992 Sponsored with mother to Montclair, California to reunite with father and
   9 older siblings
   - Rode bike to middle school every day for 30 minutes

1996 Experienced loss of mother through breast cancer and regretted not
   learning mother’s tomato soup

2001 Attended University of Iowa and lived in a 36 resident dorm with 18
ewnicities

2005 Earned B.A. in Philosophy at University of Iowa

2015 Lives with older sister’s family at Montclair, California
   - Works at Loma Linda Hospital as social worker
   - Involved in Roman Catholic Church in Ontario, California